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lIATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI'lil'EE FOR AERoNAurrcs 
PRELIMIHARY TESTS IN THE NACA TANK TO INVESTIGATE 
THE FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF .HYDROFOILS 
By Kenneth E. Ward and Norman S. Land 
SUMMARY 
The presen~ preliminary in.estigation w~s made to 
study the ~ydrodynamic properties and genoral behavior of 
simple hydrOfoils. Six 5- by 30-inch plain, roctangular 
hydrofoils were testgd in the NACA tank at various speeds, 
angles of attack, and depths below the water surface. Two 
of the hydrofoils had sections representing the sections 
of commonly used airfoils, one had a section similar to 
one developed by Guidoni for use with hydrofoil-oquipped 
seaplane floats, and three had sections desi gned to have 
constant chordwise pressure distributions at given values 
of the lift coeffici ent for th e purposo of delaying the 
.speed at which cavitation begins. 
The experimental results are pres·~nted as curves of 
the lif t and drag coefficients plotted against speed for 
the various angles of attack and depths for which the 
hydrofoils iY'ere tested. A nUT.1ber of derived curves are 
included for the purpose of better comparing the char~c­
teristics of the hydrofoils and to show the effects of 
depth. Several representative photographs show the dovel-
opme n t of cavitation on the upper surface of the hydro£oils. 
T~D results indicate that properly designed hydrofoil 
sections will have excellent characteristics and that the 
speed at which cavitation occurs may be delayed to an ap-. 
preciable extent by· the use of suitable sections. 
Il; TR ODUC T I Ot1 
A hydrofoil is, by definition, any surface designed 
to obtain reaction from the water through which it ~oves. 
One of the first to use hydrofoils was Forlanini in Italy 
in 1898 for t h e purpose of supporting high-sp~ed · boats on 
t h G VT ate r wit ham in i mum am 0 un t 0 f res i s tin g for c e • A 
nunbar of later d9velopoents were made by Crocco, Bell, 
and othsrs for thQ same g~neral purpose. 
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The first practleal applidation of the use of hydro-
foils to a.ssist the take-off of, a aeaplane from the \1ater 
",as by Guidoni in Italy and his fir·n·t 'SucccsafUl flight 
was made in 1911. Guidoni conducted a comprehensive in-
vestigation of hydrofoils and of "s'oapla:nes equippod \-lith 
hydrofoils. The SVA seaplane; developed by Guidoni i~ 
1917, 1s perhaps the best known example of a soaplane 
having floats provided with hydrofoi~s. 
There has boen ~ recent revival of interest in hy-
drofoils, with particular . respect to their use in assist-
ing the take-off of long-range flying boats. The U60 of 
hydrofqils provides the possibility of a greatly improved 
aerodyhamic form for tho fly~ne boat with tho resulting 
in6rease in perfor~~nco " in the cir. Hydrofoil~ also arc 
knoun to have good rough-water charactoristics o.nd thoir 
usc nay rosult i~ a sUbstantinl docrcaoo in the structural 
weight of tho hul~. 
Th.ore is a proseD. t ne e'd 'for fundamon tal stud ie s re-
garding tho properties of hY4rofoils. Tho almost completo 
lack of design data has probably boon a doterrent to the 
usc of hydrofoils in modern applications. Any funda~ontal 
studies should ~nclude tests of hydrofoils of large sizos, 
mainly because of tho scale offect on cavitation, in order 
to obtain reliable data regarding the most practical soc-
tio~s anQ crrangenents to be uried. 
Tho present preliminary investigation was oado to 
study the generRl behavior of simple hydrofoils. Six hy-
drofoils, rectangular in plan forn and with constant sec-
tions, ~erc t~sted in the NACA tank during Novenber and 
Dcccnber 1938. Five of these hydrofoils arc similar to 
a.irfoils that havo been tested in t .h ,e NACA, variable-den-
sity wind tunnel. The sixth represents, BS nearly as 
feasible. one of the sections des'cr1bed by Guicloni in 
reference 5. They were suspended in the water below a 
balance secured to the towing carriage and tho lift. drag, 
and pitching oooent wero consured at various speeds, an-
gles, and depths of subners1on. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
A description of the NACA tank and the towing car-
riage is given in refc~once 1. Tho balance, which is sup-
ported on th6 oatn structural oeobats of the towing car-
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riage. is shoun diagrammatict:'..lly in figure 1. It is de-
signed to meRsure the lift, drag. and pitching moment of 
the hydrofoil. Basically the balance consists of a heavy 
floating frame connected by means of linkages to canti-
lever springs attached to tho main frame, and to the regu-
lar resistance dynamometer of the carriage. The float-
ing frame contains a movcble unit including two struts and 
the hydrofoil which can be adjusted to change the angle of 
attack and the depth of sub&ersion 6f tho hydrofoil. The 
struts are tapered and have bi-convex sections with con-
stant radii of 5-5/8 inches and sharp loading and trailing 
ed~es. They are spaced 16-1/8 inches between centers and 
are attached to the upper surface of the hydrofoil with 
the c~nter line of the struts at the half-chord position 
on the hydrofoil. The chord of the strut at the attach-
ment point is 2.9 inches. The chord line of tho hydrofoil 
has an initial angle of attack of 6 0 when the struts arc 
vertical. It is interesting to note that the spacing bo-
tweon struts of 16-1/8 inches, which was computed to give 
equal bending loads on ec\ch side of ' a strut. \·las found to 
be justified when one hydrofoil was accidentally over-
stressed and deformed during a test at high speeds. 
Tho hydrofoils arc all rectangular in plan form with 
square tips and cc~stant scctionD. , They have a chord of 
5 inches and a span of 30 inches and, except for the 
Guidoni section which is stoel, are machined from hard 
brass. The method of construction is the sane as that de-
scribed in reference 2 for construction of the airfoils 
tested in the variable-density wind tunnel and they arc 
fiilished with the same degree of surface smoothness. 
Six hydrofoils wore tasted in this preliminary inves-
tigation, two having sections commonly used for airfoils, 
one having a section developed by Guidoni, and three hav-
ing scctio~s designed for uniform chordwisc pressure dis-
tributions. The profiles of these scctions ~re shown in 
figure 2. The RACA 23012 (reference 3) was chosen as rcp-
rescntiilg c · commonly used airfoil section for which con-
sidorable data nrc ~vuilablc from wind-tunnel and free-
flight tests. The NACA 23006~33 (0006-33 thickness d1stri-
bution (reference 4) disposed on the 230 Doan line (refer-
ence 3)) was chose~ to represent a thin airfQil section 
having a ,snull loadi~G-odgo radius. 
The Guidoni represents a scction used by Guidoni in 
a prnctic~l applicntion. (Sae reference 5.) The ordi-
nates for this section were dctcrnined froD the illustra-
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tion published ill reference '5 a.nd ma.y not exactly dupli-
cate the original section. 
The sections for uniiorm chordwise pressure distri-
butions are represented by the NACA 25 B 09~46, the NACA 
16-509, and the NACA 16-1009. In .choosing these sections, 
it was recognized that the . cavitation phenomenon is agso~ 
ciated with the low pressures developed on the lifting 
sutfacc of the hydrofoil. Pressure-distribution invdsti-
gations show that the usual airfoil shape results in n 
very irregular di~tributi6n along the chord. . For all but 
tha lowest values of tho lift coefficient, sharp peak 
pres sures develop near the leading edge due -to very rapid 
acccler~tion of the air. Because of the association be-
tween the . low pressures on the ' sectio~ of a hydrofoil and 
the development of cavitation, it was apparent that if a 
section could be developed which had a uniformly const~nt 
pressure along the choid, ' much 'higher normal forces could 
be obtained .without reducing tho pressure at any point be-
low the vapor pressure of the water and thus causing cavi-
tation of the flow. While investigating the shapes of 
sections which would give th~ desired distribution, it was 
f~und that such sections w~~e bei~g developed for high-
speed airfoils. The NACA 25 B09-46 (reference 6) repre-
sents one of the earlier development forms. The NACA 
16-509 and NACA 16-1009 arc later sections developed as 
described in references 6 and 7 and subsequently tested 
in the 24-inch high-speed tunnel. These sections are de-
sig~ed to have a uniform chordwise pressure distribution 
at given values of the lift coefficient (C L = 0.5 for 
the 16-509 and CL = 1.0 for the 16-1009). 
In making tests of the hydrofoils, the strut pivot is 
bolted in a position which places the hydrofoil at a chosen 
nominal depth and angle of attack. The carriage is then 
operD.ted at constant speeds and .the forces are obse'rved 
throughout the range of speeds \'lithin the limits of the 
strength of the hydrofoil or of the apparatus. (Lift 
forcos of ov~r one ton per square foot were measured in 
the present investigation.) The speod at which cavitation 
first appears is noted and representative photogra'phs of 
tha phenomenon arc taken. The procedure is repeated for 
various angles of attack and for various nominal depths. 
Th9 temperature and level of the water 1'n the tank. arc do-
termined for each test. 
RESULTS 
Expcrimcnt~l rcsults.- Tho experimental results Bre 
presented as curves of lift and drag coefficients plotted 
against speed in figures 3 .to S. Each set of curves . . 
shows the variations of the coefficients with chango in 
speed for constant values of the angle of attack and for 
several representative dopths of submersion. The forces 
are reduced to coefficients of the usual aerodynamic form. 
where L 
D 
p~ 
v 
s 
L1ft coefficient CL = L/ 1/2 Pw V
z S 
Drag coefficient CD = D/ 1/2 p~ V2 S 
total lift force, Ib 
drag force, lb 
mass density of water, 1.968 slugs/cu ft for 
these tests 
speed, fps 
area of hydrofoil, sq ft 
The drag coefficient is based on the total drag of the 
hydrofoil and strut system which is sribmerged. Windage 
corrections have been applied for the balance and th a t 
portion of the struts above the water line. These correc-
tions were determined by measuring the forces using sec-
tions of dummy struts on the balance running just clear 
of the wator surface. 
Pitchin g moments arc not included in the results be-
cause the so n sitivity and oporation of the balance wore not 
sufficiently g ood to give consistent and reliable data for 
tho mo monts. In p r~ctical applications the pitching mo-
ment of the hydrofoil will b o negligible compared with the 
mom onts resulting from the lift and drag forces. 
Speeds arc pre s e n te d in diDonsionol units because it 
is not considered f eas ible at the present time to estab-
l i sh a nondimcnsional form. In high-speed airfoil work . 
the speed of sound , which represents the rat e at which 
pres s ures ar e propaga t ed through ~h~ fluid,. provides a 
convonient v a lue upon which to base a nondimensional speed 
ratio. In workin g with hydrofoils, a logic a l choice for 
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a similar r ~tio vould prob~bly be tho speed at whicli 
cavitation begin s . This speed is mainly a function of 
the vapor pressure of tho fluid, and the minimum pressure 
developed b ~ tho hydrofoil vhich is a function of tho 
si~e, shap o , ~nd attitude of thq section. It is possible 
that, with furthor study, a satisfactory method of deter-
mining a cavitatiori ~peed may be found and this speed 
used to give a nondimensionnl ratio of speeQs which may 
have some advantage over the dimensional quantities. For 
those interested in using tho Reynolds number in connec-
tion with the pr e sent results, the valuo of the kinematic 
viscosity of the ~ater in . the tank may be found from the 
empirical relation 
1.) = (20,700 + 875 t + 2 t 2) -1 f t 2/ soc 
whero t is the temperature of the water in degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
The depth of submerg e nce of the hydrofoil is gener-
ally g ivc n in the re s ults as th e nominal depth d of the 
quarter-chord of the section ·in terms of the chord c. 
The nominal depth r e presents a fixed position of the pivot 
on the b a lance and differs from t h e actual depth because 
of the an gular chan ge and the small dail~ variation in 
t h e vater level. The a ctual d e pth is of importance only 
when t h e hydrofoil is near the surface because of the 
rel a tively small changes in the hydrofoil characteristics 
with dpcths below two chords. The actual depth may be 
readily obtalne or any specific requirement from the re-
lation 
where d lc actual depth of quarter-chord point in terms 
of tho chord 
a a n glo of attack, degrees 
k trim, includ in g the nominal depth, water level. 
a nd corr a ction for the thickness of the 
hydrofoil (values of k are included with 
t he figures) 
The r c sults a rc ~iven for nomin~l depths of Id, 2c, 
and. 5c for 0..11 of the hydrofoils tested and, in addition, 
the re s ults for a nomi~a l depth of 1/4c ara includod · for 
the NACA 23012 and the Guidoni. · Some tests were fuade for 
a nominal. depth of 3c, but the results are not included because 
they differ so little from the results obtained ;for the depths 
of 5c. 
The speed at which cart tation begins, V 0' is· indicated 
by small arrows on the curves. These speeds represent the 
speeds at which cavitation first appeared on the upper surface 
of the hydrofoil. There was some evidence of cavitation on 
the lower surface of the hydrofoil, at low values of the angle 
of attack, from observations of the wake behind the hydrofoil, 
but the speeds at which it rirst appeared were not recorded. 
Derived results.- Several series of curves are derived 
from the experimental results and are given in figures 9 to 17. 
The first series of curves (figs. 9 to 14) show the variations 
of "the drag coeffiCient, lift-drag ratiO, and cavitation speed, 
which are plotted against lift coefficient with speed as the 
parameter. These curves are given for two representative 
depths, lc and 5c. 
The effect of depth is shown .in figures 15 and 16. Only 
the results :for the NACA 23012 are given because these 
da ta are the most complete. The curves of lift and drag 
coefficients plotted against depth (fig. 15) are derived from 
the data given in figure 3, using the straight part of the 
curve, extrapolated where necessary. The drag coefficient and 
the angle of attack are plotted against the lift coefficient 
in figure 16 and compare these characteristics for four 
different depths. The drag coefficient CD in this figure is 
based on the drag of the hydrofoil less the drag of the struts. 
Included in the figure are corresponding curves for a similar 
NACA 23012 airfoil. The curves for the airfoil were obtained 
from the data published in reference 8 and corrected to aspect 
ra tio 6 by the usual method. All of the curves of figure 16 
are given for a Reynolds number of 654,000 corresponding to a 
speed of 20 fps in the tank. 
The drag of the struts was obtained from tests of the 
struts with the hydrofoil removed and does not take into account 
the interference effects. The drag coefficient for the submerged 
portion of the struts, based on the area of the hydrofoil, may 
be expressed by the relation 
CDs = 0.0033 (d/c) 
7 
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This relation is independent of the angle of attack, within 
the limits of accuracy of the tests, and holds for speeds 
below 50 fps at which speed the struts bogin to cavitate 
- \ 
when att~ched to the hydrofoil. It is interesting to noto 
that the struts cavitated much later when tested without 
the hydrofoil and that the drag of the struts increased 
considerably when cavitation occurred. Corresponding meas-
urements of the lift of the struts showed Emall, inconsist~ 
ent values which are considered negligible with in the lim-
its of accuracy of the tests. 
A comparison between the observed speeds at which 
cavitCl..tion began on the rTACA 23012 hydrofoil and c-omputcd 
speeds bused on the pressure distribution (obtained from 
wind-tunnel results by the methods of references 12 and 13) 
is shown in figure 17. 
Several representative photographs showing the cavi-
tation on tho hydrofoil are given in figure 18. lri taking 
these photographs, a strong li g ht was placed above the 
surface of the water and the reflections were eliminated 
by the use of a polaroid filter in front of the camera 
lens. 
Accuracy.- The accuracy of the experime~tal results, 
for an individual test, is ind icated by the scattering of 
tho test poi~ts on the curves. Check tests of the same 
hydrofoil, however, showed appreciable differences beyond 
t he cavitation speeds with reasonably good cheQks at lower 
speeds. The later tests indicated that the drag was gen-
erally higher and the lift was inconsistently higher or 
lower than for the original test. The reasons for these 
differences are as yet unexplainable. It appears probable 
that small differences in the alinement of the balance may 
hive caused the differences in the results. -Every effort 
was made to keep the balance in proper a lineoent 3nd to 
keep all operating conditions as nearly the same as prac-
ticable during the investigation. Another possible cause 
of the differences in the results may be due to a critical 
nature of the flow after cavitation has developed. The 
results as presented in this report are believed to be the 
most reliable of those obtained and give the correct order 
of the forces. -
The speeds for e ach test point were accurately measured 
by tho usual method of recording tho time and distance for 
tests in the NACA tank. The speeds at wh ich cavitation 
first appeared arc probably a little high because of the 
method and difficulty of observation. Check observations 
of the cavitation speed during the same test, however, 
agreed very closely. The observed values are believed to 
be correct within +5 and -0 fps. 
Tne depths of the hydrofoils were accurately meas-
ured with respect to the still-water level at the begin-
ning of each day of testing. A small re~uction in water 
level occurred while a test was in progress through leak-
age of water from the tank but this reduction is considored 
negligible. Other sources of error are a constant depres-
sion of the water level under the carriage of about 1/8 
inch caused by the pressure field around the moving car-
riuge~ and an irregular surge of tho water in the tank of 
from zero to ± 3/8 inch. 
There was no accurate control for setting the anglo 
of attack of the hydrofoil and small errors were introduced 
from deflections of the balance structure under lond. The 
probable limits of accuracy are believed to be within 
+0.2 0 and -0.3 0 • 
DISCUSSION 
Hydrofoil Characteristics 
Experimental results.- The experimental results (figs. 
3 to 8) in general show marked changes in the values of the 
coefficients with change in speed for constant angles of 
attack. Also, the different types of sections show consid-
erable differences. The cavitation phenomena apparently 
have the largest effect, particularly for the hydrofoils 
having the usual airfoil sections. .With the exception of 
some of th~ variations of drag, the usually smooth curves 
indicate that thero are no sudden changes in tne forces 
resulting from cavitation. The general shapes of the 
curves for anyone hydrofoil are unaffected by the depth 
of the hydrofoil below the water surface, a~ may be seen 
by comparing the curves for different depths. 
An interesting feature of tho variation of the lift 
coefficient is the apparent approach to a limiting enve-
lope which corresponds to a constant value of the total 
lift force as illustrated by the curves of figure 3d. 
This tendency is even more pronounced in the curves of 
some of tho other figures. A possible explanation may be 
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in a limiting value for the change in momentum of the 
fluid acted on by the hydrofoil. owing to cavitation or 
other c~uses. 
The hydrofoils having sections of the usual airfoil 
type (figs. 3 and 4) show the closest relation between 
the cavitation speed and tfte departure of the force coef-
ficients from constant values. For these hydrofoil~ tho 
lift coefficient decreases and the drag coefficient in-
creases near the cavitation speed. The docrease in lift 
~oefficicnt is relatively small but. at high angles of 
attack, the increase in drag coefficient is quite large. 
Tho hydrofoils having sections designed for reduced 
cavitation (figs. 5 to 7) are of pcrticular interest when 
operating ncar the desi~n value of the lift coefficient. 
For those hydrofoils tho lift coefficient falls off with 
i~crease in speed, a~ constant angles of attack, as for 
the other hydrofoils, but there was a large reduction in 
the dra~ coefficient to a minimum value which is appar-
ently i n depeadent of the cn~itation speed. This reduc-
tion in the drag coefficient with increase in speed is 
comparable with the results given in reference 6 where 
similar characteristic s were found from tests of airfoils 
of this type. Whon tho hydrofoils are operating at an: 
gles of att a ck above that giving the design value of the 
lift coeffiCient, the lift and drng coefficients both in-
crease, with incre~se in speed, to a maximum and then de-
crease quite rapidly. ' 
Tho increase in lift coefficient is probably due to 
a deforQution in tho effective profile of the section 
caused by separation in the cavitating area which ~esults 
in an increase in the effectivo camber. This is one COll-
clusioa reachod by Walchner (referenco 10). 
The Gui d oni hydrofoil (fig. 8) shows the same general 
characteristics as the hydrofoils specially designed for 
reduced cavitation. It is of interest to note that the 
Guidoni sections. developed so many years ago. are still 
practical sections having good characteristics. The 
Guidoni sections are ~enerally thin, however, with corre-
sponding limitations in the load-carrying ability. The 
sections developed by the NACA arc much thicker and permit 
a reduction in the number of supporting struts required 
for a ~iven installation. Further t~sts are requir~d to 
investi gate the effects ,of u ' sharp or slightly roundod 
leadin~ ed g e. Some brief qualitative tests indicate that 
tho small lead ing-0dgc radii of the NACA secti6ns are 
satisfactor~ for breakin g the water surface when a set 
6f hydrofoil s havin~ dihQdral emerges, as for a prac-
tical iilst a llntion. 
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Durived re~lts.- The curves of drag coefficients 
and lift-drag ratios (fi~s. 9 to 14) are useful for com-
'paring the characteristics given by the different sec-
tions for equal values of the lift coefficient. These 
curves are dependent on the fairing of ' the b~sic curves 
but show the relative orders of the results. The curves 
for the usual airfoil sections (figs. 9 and 10) fall 
within reasonably uniform envalopes, with the individual 
curve for a given speed loaving the envelope when cavi-
tation occurs. The variations of the drag coefficient 
and th e lift-drag ratio with change in lift · coefficient 
arc about normal for the envelope curves when compared 
with similar results from wind-tunnel tests. 
The corresponding curvas for the hydrofoils having 
the oth e r sections (figs. 11 to 14) show considerable 
differences in th~ v a riati6ns for the different speeds, 
as might be oxp~cted from the differencos shown by the 
original curvos. ~he curves for the NACA 16-509 hydrofoil 
shown in fi gure 12a, best illustrate the variations for 
the sections ~esigned for re duced cavitat~on. As the 
speed i ilcreas cs. the minimum drag coefficient is · reduced 
an.d come s at higher values o-f t .. he lift ·coefficient. Tho 
low values of the drae coefficient result in high values 
of t he lift~drag ratio in the useful range of lift coef-
ficien t s~ Practical limits of· tes~ing unfortunately pre~ 
vent th o extunsion of all of the curves to give mor~ com-
plete . i n formation as to the general behavior of these 
hydrofoils at high speeds.. . 
Th e go u e ral effect of depth of submergence of a hy-
drofoil is to docrea.se the lift and drag coefficients . 
~it~ d e cr e ase in dep~h. This effect i; illustrated ·by 
the curves of figure 15 for a typical example. The~e 
curv e s r ep r e s e nt· the ' values of tho coefficients before 
cavitation h as disturbed the norm~l flow and show. in 
particular. the loss of lift as the hydrofoi~ approaches 
tho surface. The corrosponding values of the . lift-drag 
ratio increas e to l!I aximum values \.,.hen tho hydrofoil is 
!lear t he surface t h en decrease rapidly' w·it-h further de-
crease in depth to values for planing surfaces. 
The large st part of the ~hangc in drag coefficiont 
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with chanGe in depth is that due to the differences in 
tho inrnersod lengths of the struts ns may bo scen by com-
paring the slopes of the curvos with the value 0.0033 for 
the struts alone. When the hydrofoil approaohes the sur-
face of the water, the variation of both the drag and the 
lift coefficients with depth are affected by the large 
surface disturbance. This surface disturbance gives a 
decrease in actual depth over that determined with respect 
to the undisturbed surfuce~ particularly for high angles 
of attack. An intoresting observation is the large trough 
and high roach resulting from the downwash bohind a hydro-
f'11 opuratinr, n~Qr the surface. 
T~e curves of ~n~10 of attack and drcg coefficient 
for the HACA 23012 hydrofoil (fiG. 16) shot'/' the relation 
between these characteristics for the hydrofoil at several 
depths, and the corresponding characteristics of a similar 
airfoil which was tested ia a wind tunnel. The curves for 
the hydrofoil ar~ derived from the curves of figuro 15 for 
constant actual dspths of the quarter-chord. The drag co-
officient C~ ropresents t~e drag of the hydrofoil without 
struts in order to show better tho compariso~ with the cor-
responding ch~racteristics of tho airfoil •. 
Inspection of the curv~s shows that, for tho greatest 
dopth, tho ch ~ract e ristics of th~ hydrofoil are very simi-
1<'.. r to those of tho airioil. TllQ almo$t constant d.iffQr-
onces in tho draG curves aro probably due to excessive 
values of tho strut dreg whic~ may be too largQ bocause of 
the e ad in t e r fer e n c e in the t ~ ! s t s 0 f t h \) s t rut salon e • 
The slope of tho curve of angle of attock. which repre-
sents the slope of tho lift curvo, is slightly gr3ater 
than t~e corrospondin~ slopo for the a irfoil OVJr part of 
the curve. The slopes are not uniform, howevor, ~nd tend 
to vary with change in lift in vary much t~o same way thnt 
the slopes v~ r~ for most airfoils ~t low values of the 
Re~;-nolC':.s nunbar. , (S eo r:Jfcrc:lc e 8 •. ) It should b~ reIJO!:1-
bered that these curves f or t~e h~drofcil ~nYo bO:Jn re-
faircd fron previously f c ir ad CU~V9S and that the dcta for 
the ·a irfoil wero ob tai:1sd frOD intorpolctin g botween the 
curves of sD~ll-size figuros. It is beli~ved, houever, 
that tha curv es as shoun in figurQ 15 represent the cor-
rQct orders of tha chgr&cteristics • . 
An intar9sti~g feature shoun in !igurQ 16 is the ap-
parent decrease in tha effective nspoct ratio of the ~ydro­
foil uith decrease i~ depth as indicat e d by th~ changes i:1 
slopes of the curves with ehnn ge in depth. Also, th~ QnglQ 
r 
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of zero lift is increased with a decrease in depth. A possible 
explanation of these effects is that, as the hydrofoil approaches 
the surface, the spanwise lift distribution is changed, princi-
pally by a reduction of lift over the central portion of the 
hydrofoil. This would tend to reduce the effective aspect ratio 
and also would tend to require higher geometrical angles of 
attack for zero lift to compensate for the loss of lift of the 
central sections which, for the rectangular hydrofoil having 
constant and parallel sections, normally operate at a small 
positive lift when the total lift of the hydrofoil is zero. 
Cavitation Phenomena 
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The phenomena of cavitation have been ably discussed, both 
from the theoretical and the experiment al standpoints, by a 
number of authors. Ackeret (reference 9), Walcbner (reference 10), 
and Sm.1 th (reference ll) 1u;l.ve published papers of particular 
interest on the subject of cavitation. 
Cavitation is a vaporization process resulting frOID a decrease 
in pressure in a fluid flow until the saturation pressure of the 
vapor is reached. It is a complicated polytropic process involving 
a very short time element. The analogy between cavitation and 
the compressibility phenomena of compressible fluids has bean 
discussed by Ackeret (reference 9) in an extensive treatment 
of the subject. He shows that a shock occurs with the collapse 
of the bubbles and that there is a very rapid oscillation of the 
shock zone. The collapse of the bubbles of vapor in the shock 
zone produces impacts of the fluid on the bounding walls at 
extremely high velocities and hence enormously high pressures 
to which cause Ackeret attributes the erosion resulting from 
cavi tation. 
In the present investigation, the cavitation phenomena were 
studied only to the extent of observations of the nature of the 
cavitation as it appeared on the upper surface of the hydrofoil 
and of the speed at which it first appeared as a white fuzz or as 
streaks. Curves of this observed cavi ta·tion speed V Care 
shown for all of the hydrofoils in figures 9 to 14. (Values 
of Vc are also indicated by small arrows on the curves of the 
experimental results in figs. 3 to 8.) The general characteristic 
of the curves of V C plotted against CL is a sharp de-
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crease in the cavitation speed with increase in the lift 
coefficient. This charncteristic is to be expected from 
consider~tions of the chordwise pressure distribution 
over tne sections. For the sections designed for reduced 
cavitation, the curves show that the cavitation speed is 
delayed considerably at the lower values of the lift co-
efficient. The NACA 16-1009 hydrofoil gave the highest 
values of the cavitation speed over the greater part of 
the rango of lift coefficients tested. 
It was considered of interest to compare the observed 
valuos of th0 cavitation speod with the values computed 
from puressure-distribution diagrams. The NACA 23012 hy-
drofoil was chosen for this comparison because ihe ~ata 
a~e the most consistent. The cavitation speed is computod 
on the basis of two simplifying assumptions: (1) that a 
cavity forms in tho fluid at the surface of the hydrofoil 
whon the absolute prossure ut that point is equal to the 
vapor pressure of the water, and (2) that the pressure 
districution on a hydrofoil is similar to tnat on the same 
section oper~ting in air. fressure distributions on air-
foil sections are available from wind-tunnel measurements, 
or may be computed as in references 12 and 13. Either of 
these sources gives · t~e pressures normal to tho surfaco in 
terms of a nondimensional coefficient that is the ratio ' o~ 
t~e normal pressure to the dynamic pressure of the . free 
stream. In aerodynamic work the coefficient has a nega-
tive sign where the normal pressure is less than the static 
pressure. The absolute value of tho normal pressure is, 
of course, a positive quantity; so in this analysis the con-
ventional aerodynamic pressure coefficient is preceded by 
n negative sig~. Then by the first assumption: 
Pv + Proin = Pa + Pw 
where 
Pv vapor pressure of water, lb/ft 2 
Pmin m1nimun normnl pressure ·on surfacQ of hydrofoil, 
Ib/ft 2 
atmospheric pressurQ, Ib/ft 2 
hydrostatic head at depth of pOint of · minimum 
p~essure, lo/ft 2 
I 
....l 
1·5 
The value of Pmin may be replaced by one in terms of the 
coefTicient from the re.lutiono: 
and 
t-rhere 
-Pmin = Pmln/Q 
Pmin = -Proin q 
Puin pressure coeffici~nt at point of minimum pres-
sure 
dynunic prossurc, lb/ft 2 
DUSS density of \'/D.tcr, slugs/ft 3 
speQd at which cavitation begins, ft/sec. 
Making the substitution und solving for Vet 
v2 = C 
Pa. + p\"r - Pv 
P\,I 
-Pmin 2 
For the 5-inch-chord hydrofoils tested, using the data as 
to the vapor pressure at the temperature of the water dur-
ing the t~sts. and standard atmospheric pressure, the 
above expression reduces to: 
where die 
I 
= 2120 - 27 d/c 
-Pmin 
is the depth-chord ratio. The value of P
min 
is deternined for the ;:nidsection of the hydrofoil, assur.;-
ing that the section lift c oefficient c t is equal to 1.14 CL• 
T~B results of this comp~rison are given in figure 17 
and show vory good agreement for t~e chosen example when 
consideration in given to the limitations of the nethod. 
The conputcd cavitation speed does not consider the prc-
liminnry stage of cavit3tion where dissolved g ases arc re-
leased from the liquid. Othar f~ctors arc ulso noglected, 
such us the hoat transfer, surface tension, etc. The dia-
.gruills of the pressura distribution are not exact for the 
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section considered ~nd it is particularly difficult to 
judge the value o.f t -ho cininun pressure coefficient be-
cause of the sharpness of the pressure peak. Furthornore, 
the v~lues of the observed cavitation speed were d1ffi-
cul~ to obtain, particularly at high speeds, because of 
the li~itatio ns in the cethod of observation. The results, 
however, indicate that conservat1vo values of the cnvita-
tion speed cay be esti~ated by the ncthod described. 
The photographs of figure 18 show two distinct forns 
of cavitation. One forc appears us stro~ks developing 
fro u point sources on the surface of the hydrofoil. There 
is no appar~nt reason for theso sources as the surface of 
the hydrofoil was perfectly snooth to t~e touch and close 
ex ucina tion did not reveal any protuberances nor discon-
tinuities. The point sources do not appear consistently 
in the s~ne places for different test runs and, with in-
crease in spoed, Doro of the sources appenr until general 
cavitation. over the \ ... hol~ surface ttikes place. 
A second forn of cqvitation appears as a light, 
snooth haze unifornly distributed over a nerrow band in 
the spanwise dire ction. This c~vitation area follows the 
general picture of tho pressure distribution and develops 
at a point along the chord where the oinirtuo pressure is 
expected. The uniforn spnnwisc distribution is interfered 
with by the presence of the struts as nay be seen in sone 
of the photographs. Tho pressure field around the struts 
is ev1dently sufficient to deluy cavitation except at tho 
intersection between the strut and the surface of the 
hydrofoil wher e local cuvitation occurs. 
Of special interest is the forn of cavitation which 
d~velops on the surfaco of a hydrofoil designed for reduced 
c~vitation. At values of tho lift coefficient near that 
for which tho hydrofoil W8S designod to have B uniforn 
chordwi~e pressure uistribution, the c8vit~tion begins as 
a very thin, light haze well distributed over the central 
area of the hydrofoil. It has the appearance of a vis-
cous fluid on the surface of the hydrofoil with large, 
slow-moving eddies on each side such as might be expected 
inside the boundary layer. With further increase in speed, 
the usual heavy, flame-like cavitation develops which is 
accompanied by severe vibration and noise. 
Cavi tation of tho struts generally begins at the in-
tersection with the surface of tho hydrofoil at spoeds 
between 50 and 55 fps. At higher spoeds~ general cavita-
17 
tion of the ' struts takes place over the entire submerged 
length. 
In many of the photographs, the tip votices plainly 
appear. It was interesting during the tests to observe 
these vortices, which arc filled with a white mixture of 
water vapor and air, and note their behavior as they 
curled over the tips of tho hydrofoil and expanded far 
downstream, until they were no longer visible. As the 
hydrofoil approached the surface of the water, tho tip 
vortices would break the surface as they expanded und would 
form n wake pattern on the water ~orresponding with the 
popular conception of tho vortex sheet behind an airfoil. 
CO~CLUDING REMARKS 
The results of the present investigation indicate 
that properly designed hy~rofoil sections will have excel-
lent characteristics and that the speed at which cavitation 
occurs may be delayod to an appreCiable extent by the use 
of these sections. Further work will include tests of 
practical , arrange~ents and will covor the effects of dihe-
dral, plan foro, and multiplanes. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisdry Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va. 
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